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ABSTRACT

Increased usage of IT developments and the growing data overload in supply
chain networks provide the opportunity to be able to analyze the business information in
order to make intelligent business decisions in Supply Chain Management (SCM). Since
the wide variability of lead times cause to reduce customers’ trust, supplier companies
attach great importance to extract hidden information in supply chain event log, by
adopting data-driven approaches. To this end, Data Mining (DM) techniques enable to
find hidden information and relationships in supply chain data. As DM is a key approach
for business analytics, the use of DM in supply chains is rapidly growing, and covers
almost all aspects of SCM. In addition to this, Process Mining (PM) techniques enable to
monitor processes and make practical operation analysis by event-log data visualization.
PM provides process improvement for SCM by visualizing cases and uncovering
remarkable processes. In this context, DM is a method to convert risk data to risk
information, and PM is a technique to visualize risks based on key performance
indicators. The aim of this research is to introduce the DM and PM concepts in Supply
Chain Risk Management (SCRM) literature. Moreover, a comparative case study was
conducted based on a supplier company’s warehouse event-log data. In order to avoid
bottlenecks or inventory shortage, warehouse process analysis has been required for
inventory management plans such as; safety stock and reorder point calculation, or an
effective lay out designing, etc. To this end, SPSS Modeler DM tool and Celonis PM tool
were implemented for SCM by warehouse risk analysis such as identifying risky products
which cause delays, identifying high-value products by RFM (recency, frequency,
monetary) method, analyzing of product association rules and specifying average lead
times and daily sales for each product. In this context, comparisons of event log DM and
PM applied to SCM are evaluated as a conclusion.

Keywords: Data Mining, Process Mining, Supply Chain Management, Inventory Control,
Event-Log Data Driven Process Analysis, IBM SPSS Modeler, Celonis Process Mining.
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RESUMEN
El aumento del uso de los avances de IT y la creciente sobrecarga de datos en
las redes de la cadena de suministro brindan la oportunidad de poder analizar la
información comercial para tomar decisiones comerciales inteligentes en la Gestión de
la Cadena de Suministro (SCM, por sus siglas en inglés). Dado que la amplia
variabilidad de los plazos de entrega hace que se reduzca la confianza de los clientes,
las empresas proveedoras otorgan gran importancia a extraer información oculta en el
registro de eventos de la cadena de suministro mediante la adopción de enfoques
basados en datos. Con este fin, las técnicas de Data Mining (DM) permiten encontrar
información y relaciones ocultas en los datos de la cadena de suministro. Como DM es
un enfoque clave para el análisis empresarial, el uso de DM en las cadenas de
suministro está creciendo rápidamente y cubre casi todos los aspectos de
SCM. Además de esto, las técnicas de Process Mining (PM) permiten monitorear
procesos y realizar análisis prácticos de operaciones mediante la visualización de datos
de registro de eventos. PM proporciona mejoras de procesos para SCM al visualizar
casos y descubrir procesos notables. En este contexto, DM es un método para convertir
datos de riesgo en información de riesgo, y PM es una técnica para visualizar riesgo en
función de indicadores clave de rendimiento. El objetivo de esta investigación es
introducir los conceptos de DM y PM en la literatura de Gestión de Riesgos de la Cadena
de Suministro (SCRM, por sus siglas en inglés). Además, se realizó un estudio de caso
comparativo basado en los datos de registro de eventos del almacén de una empresa
proveedora. Para evitar embotellamientos o escasez de inventario, se ha requerido un
análisis del proceso de almacén para los planes de gestión de inventario, como: stock
de seguridad y cálculo del punto de pedido, o un diseño efectivo del almacén, etc. Con
este fin, la herramienta SPSS Modeler DM y la herramienta Celonis PM se
implementaron para SCM mediante análisis de riesgo de almacén, como la identificación
de productos riesgosos que causan demoras, la identificación de productos de alto
valor mediante el método RFM (antigüedad, frecuencia, coste), analizando las reglas
de asociación de productos y especificando los plazos de entrega promedio y las ventas
diarias de cada producto. En este contexto, las comparaciones de registro de eventos
DM y PM aplicadas a SCM se evalúan como una conclusión.

Palabras clave: Extracion de Datos, Extracion de Procesos, Gestión de La Cadena de
Suministro, Control de Inventario, Análisis de Procesos Impulsados Por Datos de EventLog, IBM SPSS Modeler, Celonis Process Mining.
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1

Introduction

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem Statement
With the quickly increase of cumulative data in databases of companies, datadriven analysis is increasingly becoming a major organizational enterprise force for all
kind of industries. Recently, there has been a rapidly growing interest in data
understanding and information management of supply chain networks. Supply chains
have started to be in need of innovative and agile technologies for more effective use of
data sources, with lower cost and faster intelligent decisions.
Moreover, since customers’ data bases are also growing fast, a huge data
repository and a big competition environment have been consisted in supply chains. On
the other hand, all of this data provides new opportunities to extract more meaningful
information for intelligent process management. However, increased data amount in
supply chain is also enable new opportunities to discover hidden information and to make
faster strategic decisions that needed for industrial enterprises. One of the most
important advantages of big data is its potential to enable supply chains to analyze
expanded uncertainty and increased risk levels.
Since the wide variability of lead times cause to reduce trust of customers,
supplier companies need to consider process analysis for their business. For this reason,
inventory planning and stock controlling are the key approaches for Supply Chain
Management (SCM) to decrease warehouse risks. In addition to this, determining the
product rates and sale order values provide the supplier companies to improve their
warehouse layout design for process improvement and faster delivery.
Taking into consideration that supply chains are the potential sources of big data,
data modelling is essential need to improve supply chain processes. On the other hand,
visualizing the supply chain processes and components could be helpful for Supply
Chain Risk Management (SCRM) decisions. To this end, Data Mining (DM) and Process
Mining (PM) tools provide fast and significant outcomes by data-driven analysis based
on business objectives.

1.2 Limitations of The Study
This research provides a literature review about data-driven analysis approaches
on supply chain management, and the case study provides how to analyze event-log
data by using DM and PM tools for operational processes. The aim of the case study is
to determine warehouse performance such as average lead time and daily sales for each
product, and specify high-value products and risky products. In addition to this,
association rules also provide for a good prediction in order to design an effective
warehouse lay out.
The case study had driven on a supplier company which has a wide of product
range in their warehouse, and which aims to deliver purchased products immediately in
the same day of order. Event-log database of the warehouse was collected which is
included transaction ids, products and dates from sale order to delivery as timestamps.
Then the data analysis were made for the last four years event-log of the warehouse.
To sum up, the state of the art involves general information about data-driven
supply chain risk management. In addition, the case study is focused on the case
company’s event log data, to create analysis by using DM and PM techniques, then
reporting the results with the SCRM approaches.
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event-log Data Mining
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g
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case study

FIGURE 1: THE FRAMEWORKS OF THE CASE STUDY

IBM SPSS Modeler was the selected tool for DM implementations, and Celonis
is the tool which was selected for PM implementations. In addition, high-value and risky
products were analyzed, and the results reported with SCRM approach.

1.3 Case Study Objectives
The main purpose of this study is to compare the two different data analyze
techniques: DM and PM. Then determine the advantages and disadvantages of them for
SCM. In this context, the results of the case study should give an idea to company for
understanding the usage of DM and PM in order to implement data-driven process
analysis based on supply chain event-log.
To this end, specification of the risky products which cause to bottlenecks on
delivery processes, specification the high-value products according to frequency and
recency values, evaluation of product families association rules, and calculation of
average daily sales and average delivery lead times are made according to the
requirements of case company, in order to provide required information for their inventory
management plans such as safety stock and reorder point calculation, or an effective lay
out designing.

In summary, this case study objective is to provide a comparative analysis of DM
and PM tools, and to report the outcomes of analysis for SCRM strategies.
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Integrating new data technologies into business processes becomes crucial
requirement for enterprises today. Modern data modeling frameworks provide great
support for flexible design, deployment and data-driven processes management.
Operational companies attach great importance to extract hidden information in
accumulated datasets, and new technologies have been needed for intelligent business
decisions. For this reason, the academic researches and approaches in this area are
extremely increasing rapidly in 21st century.
However, the main purpose of the literature review is to introduce DM and PM
techniques on supply chain management, and explain how they are applied for process
analysis based on event-log data. In this research, the literature review has been driven
by 3 main subjects such as: supply chain risk management, data mining and process
mining applied on supply chain management.

2.1 Supply Chain Risk Management
Supply Chain Risk Management (SCRM) increasingly challenging in the modern
industrial environment. Uncertainties in supply and demand, just-in-time production,
global outsourcing, short product life cycles, inventory planning or other various industrial
trends drive to enterprises to exposure supply chain risks (Y. Fan and M. Stevenson,
2018; Trkman et al, 2016). Supply chain risks might have been occurred by humanmade, by natural disasters or by consequences of business operations. Risk in this
context was firstly defined by Rowe (1980) as “the potential for unwanted negative
consequences that arise from an event or activity.” (A. Ghadge et al, 2012). Having said
that, risk analysis has been rapidly gotten important by organizations to analyze and
optimize operation processes.
Organizational risk management is not a new phenomenon. It is observed during
a preliminary search that significant number of SCRM researches have been started in
early 2000s. During the recent years, SCRM has also become a key IT area of interest
from academics and practitioners to develop new data technologies for the identification,
monitoring, assessment, and treatment of supply chain risks (M. Kara et al, 2018).
It has been accepted that risk identification, risk assessment, risk treatment and
risk monitoring represent the four main stages of the SCRM (Zsidisin et al., 2005;
Hachicha and Elmsalmi, 2014). Since the aim of the case study is to provide data-driven
techniques for identifying risky processes, it is necessary to understand first of all what
are the risks in supply chain, and what are the benefits to identify, asses, treat and
monitor these risks. To this end, basic concepts of SCRM literature have been reviewed
in general terms.

How to identify risk?
Worst and Beulens (2002) have defined uncertainty as a situation where the
decision maker have lacks of information about the supply chain network and the
environment. Although uncertainty and risk are interchangeable used, according to the
SCRM literature uncertainty is immeasurable as it has lacks of information, but risk is
measurable as it is an outcome of uncertainty with unwanted negative consequences
(Hubbard, 2009; Williams et al, 2008). According to these definitions, uncertainty cause
unable to predict risk of event or activity behaviors. On the other hand, the consequences
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of uncertainty provide to predict risk levels. In this sense, it is impossible to identify
uncertainty but, it is possible to identify risks occurred by lack of information in the past.
Risk classification in an organization is needed to identify potential vulnerabilities of
supply chain processes and to specify risks dependent to internal or external forces.
(Kern et al., 2012).
Within this scope, there are various classification of supply chain risks. A. Ghadge
et al. (2012) have analyzed 140 quality papers published in this area from 2000 to 2010,
and according to their literature review, they have classified three supply chain risks
groups based on similarity and interdependent nature of risks: organizational risks,
network risks, and environmental risks.
Organizational risks commonly contain internal risk identifications such as:
inventory risks, process risks, quality risks, and operational management risks.
Network risks occurred by interaction among different organizations commonly
contain network-related risks such as: supply risks, supplier default, demand risks, and
logistic risks.
Environmental risks commonly contain risk events driven by external forces such
as: weather, natural disasters, political, and market forces.
Different types of risks need different risk treatment strategies. To this end, deep
DM analysis and PM visualizations could be useful for specifying the supply chain risks.

How to assess risk?
Effective SCRM needs a rapid and cost-efficient assessment of supply chain
risks. Before data management technologies become industrial trends, risks were
assessed by expert judgment of scenarios (Zsidisin et al., 2004). This means traditional
risk managements were informal and qualitative. With increased IT usage and rapidly
increased datasets in operations, risks have been started to be assessed by using data
science techniques. By this way, risk management have been started to be formal and
quantitative (Cohen and Kunreuther, 2007). Nowadays, it is known that the combination
of objective data and subjective perception might provide more robust construction of
risks. There are differences in the point of view of risk according to different kind of
managers and organizations. Therefore, the criteria to be determined during the risk
assessment phase differ from manager to manager (Cisem Dikili, 2016). To this end,
organization managers should identify high priority risks levels which have a high degree
of impact in supply chain, thus it is easier to specify business objectives and data
modelling objectives for data analyzing the interaction effects of high priority risks (Tsai
et al., 2008). Risk prioritization provide organizations to identify the most significant risk
types. The most critical risk assessment is initiated and risk is avoided or risk is taken
based on the risk criteria determined by the manager. So far, researchers have
concluded that uncovering risk data inter-relationships helps to asses risk effectively (e.g.
Hachicha and Elmsalmi, 2014; Govindan and Chaudhuri, 2016). To this end, a DM and
PM based framework could be useful to be able to assess risk data for SCRM.
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How to treat risk?
DM techniques convert the risk data to risk information/knowledge; thus,
managers are able to consider outcomes for risk acceptance and decision making. For
risk avoidance, it is necessary to eliminate the types of events that could trigger a risk,
and continue to data modeling to see alternative responses and consequences
(Hajmohammad and Vachon, 2016). Proactive and reactive mitigation strategies can be
developed based on detected risk data ( Y. Fan and M. Stevenson, 2018). Risk mitigation
seeks to actively reduce risk to an acceptable level (Adhijeet et al., 2012). The selection
of a risk mitigation strategy depends on managers and the organization budget
(Tummala and Schoenherr, 2011); and different clusters of risks may need different kind
of treatment strategies for SCRM. For this reason, organization managers decide their
own risk treatment strategies after the data models according to the requirements of
organizations.

How to monitor risk?
Risk is not a static phenomenon; it needs to be continuously monitored or
comprehensive data modelling ( Y. Fan and M. Stevenson, 2018; Trkman et al, 2016).
Researchers have suggested to adopt data management systems for risk monitoring
(Blackhurst et al., 2008; Xie et al., 2009; Tummala and Schoenherr, 2011; Klassen and
Vereecke, 2012). On the other hand, managers also prefer to incorporate monitoring
tasks into existing risk management routines to make easier risk assessment and faster
treatment decisions (Blackhurst et al., 2008).
Although risk monitoring is the most important part of SCRM to provide
continuous improvement, it has received limited attention yet from researchers
(Blackhurst et al., 2008; Hoffmann et al., 2013; Y. Fan and M. Stevenson, 2018). For this
reason, risk monitoring is still an area needs to be supported by new data management
technologies. Researchers have concluded that data modeling and simulation strategies
have been started useful for analyzing and monitoring supply chain risks (C. Dikili,
2016). Visualizing the supply chain end-to-end process could be helpful for SCRM
decisions and process improvement. To this end, PM based framework could be useful
to be able to analyze and monitor constantly risk data for SCRM. Thus, managers could
make intelligent business decisions by monitoring processes, visualizing risks, possible
events, alternative responses and consequences.

2.2 Data Mining
DM techniques provide to organizations for analyzing the past then predicting the
future. DM is also able to sift through massive amounts of data, and find hidden
information and relationships in order to evaluate organizations. The use of DM in supply
chains is growing, and covers almost all aspects of supply chain management.
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Interpretation and evaluation of the DM outcomes provide the following types of
information about risks (D. Larose & C. Larose, 2015; M. Kara et al, 2018):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Prediction of risk events
Discovery of risk patterns
Relationship among risks and their triggering factors
Classification of different items according to risks
Clustering of different items based on risk factors
Summarization of the risk data
Visualization of the risk data

Knowledge discovery by DM allows extracting information from huge volumes of
raw data, and assist decision making and strategic planning for supply chain
management strategies. DM uses several methods, algorithms, and specific techniques
to discover hidden, unpredictable and useful information, and patterns from large data
sets (J. Han, M. Kamber, & J. Pei, 2012; H. Witten, E. Frank, 2017; M. Kara et al, 2018).
DM is used for forecasting demand and price in volatile markets, identification of risky
products, customers and markets, financial distress, etc. (N. Carneiro, G. Figueira, & M.
Costa, 2017; Seng & Chen, 2010; Lee et al., 2017).
The main DM techniques used in risk management are classified into six
categories: classification, association, clustering, prediction and estimation (Roberto et
al, 2016). Classification is the most common one of them, it is used for grouping items
based on a specific attribute. Association seeks with discovering relationships between
attributes. Clustering is another technique for discovering groups which involve different
items but with similar characteristics. Prediction and estimation seek intelligent decision
making by providing significant values respectively.
In the literature of DM applied on SCRM, classification techniques such as
decision tree, NN, SVM and clustering are frequently used for supply chain risk prediction
in different research fields (Olson et al., 2012; Keramati et al., 2014; Dutta et al., 2017;
K. Eria et al., 2018). Clustering analysis is a common DM technique in the risk
management area. Some researchers use clustering to group companies or market
zones to explore, understand and explain risks in SC networks. S. Kamble et al. (2015)
propose a network connectivity embedded k-means clustering approach to identify highrisk zones and decrease the complexity of a wide SC network. R. Geng et al. (2015)
have used multiple classification algorithms to predict financial risks. De Caigny et al.
(2018) have also used a hybrid classification algorithm based on logistic regression and
decision methods to have strong predictive performance and good intelligibility for
customer behaviors. More recently, A. Sener et al. (2019) have used decision tree and
neural network DM approaches to improve operational effectiveness and efficiency.
It is evident that DM techniques can be effectively used for SCRM. Furthermore,
how to convert risk management objectives into DM objectives for making robust risk
management decisions within supply chains still remains a challenge. For this reason,
there is still a need for a systematic data-driven SCRM approach to uncover the most
frequent types of risk data and growing information overload in supply chains.
On the other hand, one of the most critical success factors of data mining projects
is the need for a clear definition of the business problem to be solved, where data mining
is considered to be best technological solution (Hemiz, 1999). Pete Chapman has firstly
published the definition of CRISP-DM (Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data mining)
reference model in 1999, and he has defined the life cycle of a data mining project
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composes of six phases, shown in Figure 2. A year later, Chapman et al. had formed a
consortium with SPSS Inc.(then ISL). The year 2000 marked the most important
millstone in terms of data mining development to support industrial and organizational
decision-making processes (J. Segovia et al., 2011). A step by step data mining guide
for CRISP-DM and all tasks of phases were published by Chapman, et al. as a book
which is titled “CRISP-DM 1.0”. Thus, CRISP-DM has been the most used model for
developing data mining projects on business organizations (Kdnuggets, 2007). As a
result, data mining has been quickly popularized as the business intelligence tool with
this methodological approach.

FIGURE 2: CRISP-DM MODEL FOR A DATA MINING DEVELOPMENT
Source article: “The CRISP-DM User Guide”; Pete Chapman; 1999
(the first publish of CRISP-DM model)
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TABLE 1: GENERIC TASKS AND OUTPUTS OF THE CRISP-DM REFERENCE MODEL
Source book: “CRISP-DM 1.0”; SPSS, SCR, DaimlerChrysler; 2000 (Step-by-step CRISP-DM guide)

2.3 Process Mining
Process mining (PM) is a scientific subject studied and developed by data
scientists to extract information for process discovery, monitoring and improvement (Luis
Silva, 2014). Business information systems such as WfM, ERP, CRM, SCM, and B2B
systems record business events data called “event logs”. Business process mining use
these event logs to discover processes, organizational data, and industrial structure
(Aalst et al., 2011). In organizational databases, typically events have a timestamp
indicating the time of occurrence. With the availability of event logs, there is an increased
interest in monitoring operational processes to analyze deviations and identify risk points.
SCRM focus on the supply chain process approach concerned with how a product or
service is delivered to the customer, and create alternative scenarios for supply chain
risk. To this end, PM provides event data driven analytics in supply chain management.
In this regard, PM is required to discover and analyze the behaviors of organization
processes (R. Sarno et al., 2013; Hind and Chiwoon, 2018). Process discovery provides
to analyze what happened when and for which case of the organization.
Process simulation methods are common for assessing and modelling supply
chain risks (Zsidisin et al., 2004). Simulation modelling provides a systematic approach
for understanding the relative and interactive information based on different scenarios.
PM techniques are used for immediate supply chain optimization and fast analysis to
validate the impact of process changes (B. Jokonowo et al., 2018). PM enables to
visualize how your supply chain process works and detects any hidden vulnerabilities. It
is possible to see where inefficiencies and deviations from the target process are driving
up costs or delivery times (De Weerdt et al., 2013). In addition, it is possible to monitor
cases where time is lost through bottlenecks, unnecessary detours, and interventions, or
where compliance issues may occur (Hind and Chiwoon, 2018). Moreover, PM also
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enables to make operator analysis, such as case count or throughput time for each
operator or each item, and enables to see associations between them.
Thus, agile decision making and visualize the possible risks could be provided
more effectively by process mining technologies.
Nowadays, there are several commercial PM tools and three academic free
versions. However, since PM is relatively young research subject, there is still a lack of
convenient and comparative evaluation frameworks that support users in choosing
correct tool.
U. Celik and E. Akcetin (2018), and M. Kebede (2015) have summarized the three
free academic PM tools in terms of their functional features. Table 2 shows those three
PM tools in the literature, and presents them with their functionality. Except of ProM,
Disco and Celonis, the other PM tools don’t provide a free version.

TABLE 2: OVERVIEW OF FREE PROCESS MINING TOOLS BASED ON THEIR FEATURES

Features
Import file support
Import log size
capacity
License

ProM
Mxml, xes
Unlimited

Output model
notation

BPMN, PetriNets,
ECPs,transition
systems, heuristics
Standalone
desktop version
Complex and not
easy for beginners
Yes
Yes
Yes

User Platform
User interface
simplicity
Filtering data
Process discovery
Conformance
checking
Social network
mining
Process
visualization
Performance
reporting
Discriminative rule
mining
Trace clustering
Delta analysis

Celonis
Csv, xls, xlsx
Base on the
database quota
Evaluation,
Academic,
Commercial
Fuzzy model and
Flow charts

Disco
Csv, xls, mxml, xes
Max 5 million
events
Evaluation,
Academic,
Commercial
Fuzzy model

On premise, webbased software
Easy for beginners

Standalone
desktop version
Easy to use

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes
Yes

No
No

No
No

Open source

According to this comparative table, ProM tool has the widest variety of features
for detailed PM analysis. Nevertheless, it has complex user interface including many
plug-ins, and it is not easy for beginner users. Celonis and Disco have less features then
ProM, but they are easy to use and they have simple user interface.
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ProM is a free open-source PM tool developed at the University of Eindhoven,
where process mining techniques was presented firstly in scientific research area (W.
Aalst et al., 2011). This tool can be hard to start for beginners, but ProM is the most
powerful process mining tool with providing a lot of algorithms and features by its huge
plug-in library. In addition, it contains some features of DM techniques such as clustering
and network analyze.
Disco is also developed in Eindhoven at Fluxicon, a spin-off of the University of
Eindhoven. Disco has a much more intuitive interface. Although Disco doesn’t have lots
of features as Prom, it has the main PM algorithms for network analyzing and process
visualization (M. Kebede, 2015). ProM and Disco are stand-alone desktop software.
Celonis was founded by Alexander Rinke, Bastian Nominacher and Martin Klenk
in an academy consult project with BR company in Munich, and Celonis process mining
software was born in 2013. In 2015, an industrial software giant SAP adopted Celonis
process mining software and they published the first Manual book in 2016: “SAP Process
Mining by Celonis”. Celonis process analyzer offers the possibility to import data directly
from database csv or excel file. Process explorer future of Celonis provides many flexible
visualization options, and it is known as the best process visualization design developed
up to now (U. Celik and E. Akcetin, 2018). In addition, Celonis is an online in-browser
software, which can be an advantage in current network-based environments.
In summary, PM tools enable to uncover exactly where problems and
weaknesses are occurred in the process, allowing you to make direct connections about
their causes and solutions, either systemically or on an exploratory basis. Taking into
consideration that DM techniques provide detailed data analysis to predict risks in supply
chain, in this scope PM can also be observed in order to visualize supply chain processes
and analyze risks in supply chain. To this end, Celonis PM tool is the most suitable one
for the aim of this case study, because of its advantages for the best data visualization
features, online custom analysis sheet and KPI formulation based on organization needs.
W.M.P van der Aalst et al. (2011) have defined 3 types of activities into the PM
literature: Process discovery, conformance checking, and extension or enhancement.
After this definition, many researchers followed these three main activities to achieve
process improvement.

FIGURE 3: THREE TYPES OF PROCESS MINING: DISCOVERY, CONFORMANCE, ENHANCEMENT
Source book: “Process Mining”; W.M.P. Van Der Aalst, 2011
(the first book on process mining literature)
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3.1 Case Study Theory
In today’s business environment, the context of a company has changed into a
supply chain. A supplier company must now think about the entire supply processes for
each operations or items, and internal inventory management strategies (Mahendrawathi
Er and H.M. Astuti, 2014). In this context, supply chain management emphasize the
process approach for how a product or service are delivered to customers, from the date
of sale order to the date of deliver from warehouse.
For this reason, this case study is focused on warehouse event-log data of the
case company’s records from creating sale order to creating delivery order, instead of
focusing external purchasing items or manufacturing data. In order to detect products
may cause bottlenecks and analyze the data of delivery processes, it is necessary to
collect event data which must include case id, items id, activities, etc. and most
importantly timestamps for each activity. Activities may include data of the event-log type
such as: create sale order, purchase order, receive purchase order item, delivery from
warehouse, record invoice receipt, etc. In addition to this, all the other extraordinary
activities such as cancels, changes or adjustments are recorded by ERP systems, and
these data would be useful for a more detailed and significant data-driven supply chain
network process analysis for whole external operational network. However, this case
study only centered to internal warehouse processes according to requirements of case
company. Thus, analyzing the all warehouse processes of each products specifying the
risky products which may cause bottlenecks or high-value products based on frequency
and monetary values would be useful to convert risk data to business information for
SCRM supported by the DM and PM tools. Besides of these, product family association
analysis also would be helpful for inventory lay-out designing according to associated
product families, and calculating the average of daily sales and lead times for each
product would be helpful for inventory management decisions such as safety stock or reorder points, etc.

3.2 Methodology

According to the case study objectives, data mining and process mining
literatures were reviewed for data-driven process improvement on supply chain
management, then SPSS Modeler data mining tool and Celonis process mining toll were
selected for warehouse data analyze implementations. Then, SCRM is the selected
approach for reporting briefly the results of the technical implementations.

The Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) is a data
mining methodology for translating business problems into DM tasks and carrying out
DM projects depend on industrial applications. CRISP-DM allow the data analysts to
create a data mining model that fits to organization needs. Since it widely meets to
industrial requirements and implementations of knowledge discovery process, CRISPDM methodology were selected for data mining development in this case study.
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FIGURE 4: PHASES OF CRISP-DM METHODOLOGY

Phase1: Business Understanding
In the first phase, necessary to explore what the organization expects to gain
from a data mining implementation. This phase involves 3 main tasks.
The first task of this phase is definition of the business objectives of the case
company for understanding as much as possible the project objectives from business
perspective in order to construct concrete data mining objectives. A concrete definition
of business objectives should describe the problem that the organization want to solve
by using data mining, and specify all business questions as obviously as possible.
Then, the second task is definition of data mining objectives to convert the
business objectives into data mining objectives. A business objective addresses what
are the problems in business terminology, and a data mining objective should address
what are the solutions in technical terminology. The description should also indicate the
types of data mining methods or models such as RFM method, association rules,
clustering, etc. which will be used in order to meet business objectives.
Thereafter, the last task of the first phase is definition of the success criteria to
achieve the business and data mining objectives. A concrete definition of success criteria
should describe when to complete the project and how to measure objectively the quality
of results. For this reason, successful outcomes which would be useful for the project
objectives must be defined.
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Phase 2: Data Understanding
This phase is critical for avoiding unexpected problems during the next phase
“data preparation” which is typically the longest part of a project. Data understanding
phase involves 2 main tasks.
The first task is to explore data for taking a closer look at the available dataset of
the case company. It is necessary to start with an initial data collection and proceeds
with activities in order to get familiar with the data.
Then the second task is to verify data quality for identifying available data to
discover first insights into the data and to detect strange subsets in order to shape the
data transformation tasks that take place during data preparation.

Phase 3: Data Preparation
Data preparation is one of the most important and often time-consuming aspects
of data mining. In fact, together with data understanding, it takes usually over 90% of the
time of a data mining project, and it is needed to expend a good amount of effort
preparing and packing the data for mining. Depending the business and data mining
goals, data preparation phase involves tasks such as select, aggregate, deriving,
removing or sorting the records to a subset of data in order to be used for analysis. There
are 5 main tasks of this phase.
The first task is to select data collection in order to cover selection of attributes or
items as well as selection of records in a table. To this end, unnecessary fields should
be discarded.
The second task is to clean data, and it may involve selection of clean subsets of
the data, the insertion of suitable defaults or estimation of missing data by modeling. It is
important to exclude missing or unused data for required analysis.
Then, the third task is to construct data. It is often case that the project needs to
construct new data by deriving new attributes or generating new records.
Thereafter, the fourth task is to integrate data in order to provide methods
whereby information is combined from multiple tables or records to create new records
or values. It is uncommon to have multiple data sources for the same set of business
questions. Data sets may contain the same unique identifier, and it may be needed to
merge or append the data.
After all, the last task of this phase is to format data. Formatting transformations
refer to primarily syntactic modifications made to the data that do not change its meaning,
but might be required for modeling nodes.

Phase 4: Modeling
Modeling phase involves explanations of why applied modeling techniques were
selected and for what reason, and then, model building steps should be stated clear and
understandable. Lastly, assessment of results should be reviewed if they are enough for
business success criteria.
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Phase 5: Evaluation
Data mining evaluation phase is needed to assess the success criteria and
summarize briefly which data mining results meet with which business objectives.

Phase 6: Deployment
Deployment phase involves monitoring, maintenance and determining next
steps. If time and budget constraints permit, testing the model in the real application will
provide better solution deployment. Data mining does not end once a solution is
deployed. Data mining results trigger often more-focused business questions.
Subsequent data mining processes will benefit from the experiences of previous ones.
For this reason, the outer circle in the Figure 5 symbolizes the nature of data mining loop;
completed data mining projects will always guide the following data mining projects on
the same organization.

In addition to this, data mining modeling methodologies and algorithms will be
addressed in detail on modeling phase in the data mining implementation section, in
order to explain which data mining approaches were selected according to which
business objectives.

On the other hand, Celonis process mining is the other new age event log analyze
tool which was founded in 2013. It is the selected tool because of its advantages for the
best data visualization features, and opportunities to create online custom analysis sheet
and KPI formulation based on the organization needs. In this context, the first step of
process mining is to identify process explore questions likewise to data mining business
understanding phase. In this part, explaining the questions and objectives is necessary
to understand how and when to complete process mining analysis.
After that, most importantly data preparation is necessary for initial data of
process mining. Process mining requires a database which involves at least 3 main
essential data fields: Case ID column, activity column, and timestamp column. Celonis
does not provide an initial data preparation processes unlike SPSS Modeler record
operations or field operations. For this reason, if initial data is not available for process
mining requirements, SPSS Modeler may help to prepare data in order to import them
correctly to the Celonis process mining tool.
Then, Celonis enables to start directly to visualize data according to the identified
processes explore questions. To this end, process throughout time and case count
visualization sheet provides an effective overview for unique products and families in
order to detect extreme or important values and to filter them easily on the other analysis
sheets. In addition, data visualization sheet also enables to make association analysis
that is also necessary for the business objective in this case study.
One of the most important step of process mining is to create custom analysis
sheet. Celonis enables analysts to create a custom analysis sheet by offering a list of
available components such as process analysis graphs, selection components, KPI
charts and tables, and design components. Components can be dragged and dropped
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into the analysis sheet grid, and then they can be configured according to the
organization requirements. Charts and tables are created based on the options such as
setting Dimension(s), KPI(s) and a sorting rule. One of the most important advantage of
custom analysis sheets is to enable an effective selection or filtering features among
each other. Several sheets can be designed according to different kind of process mining
objectives, and these components can be used to select the dimensions of the
component in order to analyze on the other sheets’ components easily. For this reason,
how much efficient KPI formulas are created, that much effective process mining will be
formed.
Lastly, a case explorer sheet is useful to analyze cases in detail. According to the
detected specific cases or elements which needed to be observed in detail can be filtered
in order to explore them in the case explorer sheet. Every output from components of
custom analysis sheet or from the default features sheets such as data visualization,
process overview, process explorer can be selected to analyze cases in detail by case
explorer sheet.

Event Log
case id
activity
time stamp

Process Mining

Identify
Process
Explore
Questions

Data
Preparation

Data
Visualization

Custom
Analysis
Sheet

Case
Explorer

FIGURE 5: PHASES OF PROCESS MINING METHODOLOGY

Data mining and process mining do not end once analysis results are achieved.
The first results generally trigger new and more focused business questions to address
another specific data analysis. Subsequent analysis will benefit from the experiences of
previous ones. To this end, SCRM methodology is for identifying high-value products,
unusual products or high priority risks levels which have a high degree of impact in supply
chain. Thus, it is easier to specify next business objectives and data modelling goals for
analyzing the high priority risks for the future works to implement data analysis again
based on more specific business goals. SCRM papers also enable a reporting approach
for converting data analysis outcomes to business decision-making information. For this
reason, SCRM approach will be used for reporting the analysis in the section of case
study results. Thus, SCRM report also provides a brief conclusion for the case company
decision-making about which specific objectives or which tool to adopt for their
organization in the future works.
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4.1 Business Understanding: business & data mining goals
a.

Business objectives:

The case company is an industrial supplier company which has a wide range of
products and a huge warehouse. Their mission statement is to deliver products within
the same day of sale order date. The lead times in the warehouse may differ for each
product and it may cause bottlenecks or inventory shortage. For this reason, data-driven
warehouse process analysis has been required for inventory management plans such
as safety stock and reorder point calculation, or an effective lay out designing.
Since the safety stock level is elementarily calculated by “Avg Daily Sale x Safety
Days”, and the reorder point is elementarily calculated by “Safety Stock Level + (Avg
Daily Sale x Lead Time)”, making simple statistical analysis need to arise, such as
calculating average daily sales and lead times for the products which have more than 50
sale order records.
In addition to this, specifying the high-value products according to recency,
frequency and monetary, and specifying risky products which may cause bottlenecks
would be helpful for inventory management strategies.
For process improvement and faster delivery to meet customer satisfaction, it is
also necessary to have information about associated product families for improving
warehouse lay out design.

b.

Determine data mining goals:

According to requirements of the case company, necessary to calculate average
lead times and average daily sale order for the products which have more than 50 sale
order records, in order to support their inventory management plans such as safety stock
or reorder point calculation etc. For this reason, some record operations nodes were
applied for basic statistical analysis.
After this, detecting the bottleneck processes and analyzing the high average
lead time processes are important in order to predict risky products which may cause
bottlenecks in the future. To this end, necessary to detect the cases which has the same
sale order id and different delivery order dates, and analyzing detected products which
have high average lead time and high frequency.
Moreover, RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary) model could be useful to
specify high-value and low-value products by calculating an importance score for each
product according to recency, amount of order and monetary values.
In addition, implementing the Apriori algorithm as an association rule would be
helpful to identify related product families, in order to give the company an idea for their
warehouse lay out designing strategies.

c.

Success criteria:
Specifying the average lead time and average daily sale orders for the products
which have more than 50 sale order records.
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Specifying the risky products which caused bottlenecks in the past, and
specifying the products which have more than 50 sale order records and higher than 1
day of average warehouse lead time. Then, merging those two table with only matching
records, to predict most risky products which cause bottlenecks in the warehouse.
Calculating RFM scores for all products, to specify the high-value and low-value
products according to their recency, frequency and monetary values.
Lastly, specifying the associated families with minimum 15% confidence level.

4.2 Data Understanding
d.

Exploring data:

There are 2 different data tables of the company for this project. One of them is
“Orders and Delivery Event-Log” shown in Table 3, and the other one is “Price Rank
Table” shown in table 5.

TABLE 3: WAREHOUSE EVENT LOG TABLE

The case company’s warehouse event-log data includes 489,740 rows, and 12
fields such as; sale order date, sale order transaction id, warehouse department worker
id, client zip code, item family code, item model code, delivery order date, delivery order
transaction id, date of delivery from warehouse, delivery company, and accounting
department worker id.
According to business and data mining objectives, only the 6 fields will be taken
in consideration for data mining analysis of warehouse processes: sale order date, sale
order transaction id, item family code, item model code, delivery order date, and date of
delivery order from warehouse.
When taking into consideration of warehouse operations, it was assumed that
there is no any effect on lead times of the warehouse processes for the other fields such
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as warehouse department worker id, client zip code, delivery order transaction id,
delivery company, and accounting worker id. For this reason, Filtering node should be
applied in the phase of data preparation.

TABLE 4: DATA AUDIT OF THE WAREHOUSE EVENT LOG TABLE

It is distinguishable that the event-log data is bounded between the date of
01.01.2015 and 11.07.2019, and there are 489,740 records within this time period.
Moreover, there are 11 warehouse department workers, 4770 clients, 627 different client
locations, 336 product families, 4796 model code, 11 delivery companies, and 9
accounting department worker which create cases for this table.
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FIGURE 6: DERIVE NODE TO DETECT BOTTLENECKS

According to data set, each sale order id may
include different products pertain to a family code and a
model code. A unique key field for all products is needed
to analyze processes for each product. A Derive node was
applied to see if the item model code is a key value, and it
was detected that there are 5,129 records of the same
model codes belongs to the different family codes, some
of them are shown on the right-side table. For this reason,
item code column does not represent a product key value.
Therefore, it is necessary to create a product id field as a
unique key value for each product.
Moreover, since the reason stated above about deficiency of a primary key
column which represents a product id, there is no information yet about how many unique
products exist in the table. It can be determined in data preparation phase with creating
a product id column by merging the string records of “ItemFamilyCode” and
“ItemModelCode” fields.
On the other hand, the other table is “Price Rank Table”, a screenshot of the first
rows shown in table 5. The case company has shared the pricing information as a
discrete labelled scale in 7 types, where A is most expensive set of items and H are
cheapest.
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TABLE 5: PRICE RANK TABLE

The price rank table includes
193,173 rows and 4 fields such as:
purchase order date, item family code,
item model code, and buy price rank.
Price ranks of products might be
different depend on the time-stamp. For
this reason, price rank table provides
records with a time-stamp column which
is purchase order date.
Price rank column represents
string values, and it is necessary to
convert these string values to integer
values, in order to be able to make RFM
analysis. Because, RFM analysis is only
applicable with numerical values.
Moreover, derive and Aggregate
nodes are also necessary to detect
duplicate values and calculate the
average price ranks for all products.
Calculating the average price rank is
important, since the only primary key will
be product id which will be created in the
phase of data preparation, and all
products should have only an average
price rank to represent a unique value.
In addition to these, as in the
warehouse event-log table, creating a
product id field as a unique key value for
each product is also necessary for the
price rank table, to be able to merge
event-log and pricing table.

.
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TABLE 6: DATA AUDIT OF THE PRICE RANK TABLE

It is distinguishable that the price rank table is bounded between the date of
01.07.2015 and 11.07.2019, and there are 193,173 records within this time period.
Moreover, there are 333 product families, 9036 model code, 7 types ordinal scale, where
A is most expensive set of items and H are cheapest.
Moreover, since the reason of deficiency of a unique key column which
represents a product id, there is no information yet about how many unique products
exist in the table. It can be determined in data preparation phase with creating a product
id column by merging the string records of “ItemFamilyCode” and “ItemModelCode”
fields.

e.

Verifying data quality:

TABLE 7: DATA QUALITY OF WAREHOUSE EVENT-LOG TABLE

In the warehouse event-log table, the only significant missing data is in the field
of “ItemFamilyCode”; 631 records of 489,740 records. It is important to exclude these
null values to avoid key value issues, because the “Product_ID” field will be created as
a key field by merging the string records of “ItemFamilyCode” and “ItemModelCode”
fields. These null values will be excluded in the phase of data preparation, and there will
be 489,109 valid records for warehouse event-log table.
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TABLE 8: DATA QUALITY OF PRICE RANK TABLE

In the price rank table, all the data is complete without any null value, and there
are 193,173 valid records for price rank table.

4.3 Data Preparation
TABLE 9: DATA TYPES OF THE WAREHOUSE LEAD TIME TABLE

First of all, describing the
data types is an essential first step
for every kind of data mining
project. Indicating the data types is
very important step to avoid errors
during the data construction and
model creation. Data analysts
might be also needed to describe
several times the data types during
data mining process. For instance,
after developing field operation
nodes such as: reclassify, derive,
filler, binning, set to flag, transpose,
partition etc.

After the introducing all the fields by setting the data types, the next step is
identification a key value field. As it was understood that there is an absence of a key
field which represents product id, the first certain target of data preparation phase is to
create a unique product id column for both tables. To this end, a Derive node was applied
to create a new key column of product id, shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7: DERIVE NODE TO CREATE A NEW KEY COLUMN FOR ALL PRODUCTS IN BOTH TABLE
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Firstly, the warehouse event-log table’s data were prepared, and then the price
rank table’s data were prepared to merge two different table. Therefore, reporting the
data preparation phase is also continuing in this order.
Since the 631 null values counted of the family code column of warehouse eventlog table, same amount of null value of product_id was occurred as it is expected for
warehouse event-log table. For, this reason, all those null records were discarded with a
Select node. Moreover, some incorrect records like earlier delivery order date than sale
order date were detected, and they were also discarded with the same Select node.
After cleaning all the strange records, the next step is to construct the data. To
this end, firstly an Aggregate node was applied to integrate all needed columns and to
filter out all the unnecessary columns which were determined in the phase of data
understanding. In this regard, sale order id, sale order date, delivery order date, delivery
from warehouse date and product id are the columns which were integrated, and
warehouse worker id, client code, client zip, item model code (because of creating a
product id column which is key), delivery order id, delivery company, and accounting
worker id are the columns which were discarded by applying this Aggregate node shown
in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8: AGGREGATE NODE FOR SELECTING THE NEEDED FIELDS

After this step, 2 different numerical field were also created with two Derive
nodes, to calculate the warehouse lead time as two-phased: elapsed time in day between
sale order date – delivery order date, and between delivery order date – delivery from
warehouse.
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FIGURE 9: DERIVE NODES FOR CALCULATING THE WAREHOUSE LEAD TIMES AS TWO-PHASED

These 2 columns were created in order to see product lead times for all cases.
Thus, it enables to analyze processes for each product sale order, and enables to
calculate the average lead times for all products. In addition to this, these fields are also
necessary to create a model for detecting bottleneck cases which have the same sale
order id, and different ware house lead times.
After these Derive nodes, here is a point that needed another Type node to
specify new data types of derived fields.

TABLE 10: PREPARED DATA TYPES OF THE WAREHOUSE EVENT -LOG TABLE

This data type table shows that all data is clear, measurable, and ready for going
deep data analysis. At the final point of data preparation of the warehouse event-log
table, actual fields of all sale order records are: sale order id, sale order date, delivery
order date, delivery from warehouse date, family code, product id, warehouse
preparation time and total warehouse lead. Family code and product id fields are string
and nominal value which is enable to apply grouping nodes or setting Flag node for
association rules. The other fields are dates or integer continuous values which are
enable to make process analysis based on their numerical variables.
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TABLE 11: DATA AUDIT OF THE PREPARED WAREHOUSE EVENT -LOG TABLE

This data audit table shows the last situation of the event-log data quality. The
prepared data is bounded with 4 years between the date of 11.07.2015 and 11.07.2019,
and has 350,661 valid records which include 330 unique family code and 8806 unique
product id. It also simply shows that the average of warehouse preparation time is 1.194
days, and average total warehouse lead time is 1.356 days.

At this point, the end of the warehouse event-log table preparation has come.
Right after this, data preparation phase will be continuing by evaluating the price rank
table preparation.

TABLE 12: DATA TYPES OF THE PRICE RANK TABLE

As a first step of
data preparation, data
types were indicated by
the Type node.
After introducing
all the fields by setting
the data types, the next
step is identification a
product id column as the
key value field.

Same as the warehouse event-log table preparation, the first certain target of
price rank table is to create a unique product id column. This is also crucial to merge two
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table based on the key field. To this end, a Derive node was applied to create a new key
column of product id, by exactly the same way of event-log preparation shown in Figure7.
Moreover, the price rank column represents string values where A is most
expensive set of items and H are the cheapest. So, it is necessary to convert these string
values to integer values in order to be able to make RFM analysis. Because, RFM
Analyze node is only applicable with numerical values. To this end, a Reclassify node
and a Filler node were used as shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

FIGURE 10: RECLASSIFY NODE TO SET NEW VALUE NAME OF PRICE RANK CLASSES

FIGURE 11: FILLER NODE TO SET NUMERICAL PRICE RANK VALUES
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Moreover, price rank value of of products might be different depend on the timestamp. For this reason, an Aggregate node is also necessary to detect duplicate values
and calculate the average price ranks for all products. Calculating the average price rank
is important, since the primary key is product id, and all products should be set only one
unique value in order to merge price rank table and warehouse event-log table.
First Aggregate node is only to count product ids which have different price rank
records, and then Distribution node is to create a graph for counted values by the
Aggregation node.

FIGURE 12: AGGREGATE NODE TO COUNT DIFFERENT PRICE RANKS FOR EACH PRODUCT ID

FIGURE 13: GRAPH FOR COUNTED PRODUCT WHICH HAVE DIFFERENT PRICE RANK RECORDS

As a result, 95% of the products have only 1 unique price rank record. This means
that the other 5% of the products which have more than 1 price rank records need to be
set an average value as a unique price rank. To this end, another Aggregate node was
applied shown in Figure 14.
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FIGURE 14: AGGREGATE NODE TO SET A UNIQUE PRICE RANK FOR ALL PRODUCT IDS

After these steps, here is a last point that needed another Type node to specify
new data types of derived product id field and price rank mean field.

TABLE 13: PREPARED DATA TYPES OF THE PRICE RANK TABLE

This data type table shows that all data is clear, measurable, and ready for
merging with the warehouse event-log table in order to create RFM analysis. As final
situation of the price rank table’s data preparation, actual fields are products id and price
rank mean, which include only unique values for each product id.
Herein, reached to the end of data preparation for price rank table. The price rank
table will be used only for RFM analysis. To this end, both tables will be merged during
the RFM modeling part. For this reason, merging two table will be evaluated in the
modeling phase.

To sum up, the constructed modeling nodes for data preparation phase of both
tables are shown in Figure 15.
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FIGURE 15: THE CONSTRUCTED SPSS MODELER NODES FOR DATA PREPARATION PHASE

At this point, came to the end of data preparation phase for both data table. Then,
data mining implementations will be continuing on the next phase by modeling nodes or
record operation nodes in order to construct deep data analysis for each data mining
objectives.

4.4 Data Modeling
The first data mining goal is to calculate average daily sale order and average
warehouse lead time for the products which have more than 50 sale order records. To
this end, 2 different Aggregate nodes were applied for basic statistical calculation, and a
pie graph is created to visualize the lead time of first most frequent products.

FIGURE 16: BASIC AVERAGE CALCULATION NODES FOR THE FIRST DATA MINING OBJECTIVE
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The first Aggregation node was to aggregate all product ids by including record
count as a frequency field. Then, the Derive node is for creating a new field which
represents the calculated average daily sale orders for products which have more than
50 transaction records.

FIGURE 17: DERIVE NODES TO CALCULATE DAILY SALE ORDER

The second Aggregation node was to aggregate all product ids by including
record count as a frequency field, average of total warehouse lead time for each unique
product id. This node will be also used for merging with the detected bottlenecks table in
the second data mining goal implementation.

Before creating output tables of the first data mining goal, a Sort node was applied
to order records by frequency descending.

FIGURE 18: SORT NODES FOR DAILY SALE ORDERS AND LEAD TIMES TABLE

A sample of the daily sale orders and lead times table are shown below in
Table14.
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TABLE 14: AVERAGE DAILY SALE ORDERS AND LEAD TIMES FOR EACH PRODUCT

Table14 shows only the first 56 records of the output table. Moreover, SPSS Modeler
provides data analysts to export modeled tables by an excel export node. Thus, this table can be
exported in order to submit to case company in excel format.

In addition to these, a pie graph was created to visualize the lead time of the most
frequent products which were counted more than 1,000 sale order, and the output of the
graph is shown in Figure 19.
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FIGURE 19: PIE GRAPH TO VISUALIZE THE HIGHEST LEAD TIME OF THE MOST FREQUENT PRODUCTS

The pie graph was categorized according to highest average lead time for each
product which counted more than 1000 sale orders. It is possible to evaluate each panel by
a mouse click on. The graph was created only a visualization example. The main objective
of the first data mining goal was to calculate the daily sale orders and warehouse lead time,
and it was accomplished with the outcome table.

The second data mining goal is to detect products which caused bottleneck in the
past, and merge them with the frequent products which have the highest average lead
time. Merging the bottleneck processes and the frequent products which have the
highest lead time is important in order to predict more specific and frequent risky products
which may cause bottlenecks in the future. To this end, firstly it is necessary to detect
the cases which products belong to the same sale order and have different delivery order
dates.
For this purpose, firstly the necessary fields such as sale order id, product id and
delivery order date were aggregated before the bottleneck detector Derive node. After
that, a bottleneck detector formula created as a flag value represent true or false for the
query.

FIGURE 20: DETECTING THE BOTTLENECK PROCESSES OCCURRED IN THE PAST
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After detecting the bottleneck cases, a Select node was applied to include only
true values of detector, and then an Aggregate node was applied to count of bottleneck
cases for detected products. Lastly, a table was created by sorting descend of bottleneck
record count for each product, and the sample of results shown in Table 15.

TABLE 15: DETECTED PRODUCTS WHICH CAUSED BOTTLENECKS

This table shows that there
are 1,074 product records which
caused bottlenecks in the past. The
detected
cases
were
also
aggregated to count bottleneck
records of each product. Thus, the
bottleneck detector table includes
also the amount of counted
bottleneck processes of all detected
products.
After this step, merging this
table with the average lead time
table would be helpful to determine
the bottleneck products with their
average lead time and frequency
records. To have more specific and
significant outcome, the average
lead time table were filtered by
selecting only risky high values.
Since the case company’s mission
statement is to provide product
delivery within the same day of sale
order date, the products which have
average lead time value higher than
1 day regarding minimum 100 sale
order records were identified as a
minimum risk level. In this context,
the products only which have higher
than 1-day average lead time and
higher than 50 frequency were
selected to merge with the
bottleneck detector table.
The data construction for the
second data mining goal is shown
below in Figure 21, and the outcome
of the risky products which cause
bottlenecks is shown in Table16.
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FIGURE 21: DATA CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SECOND DATA MINING OBJECTIVE

Table 16 shows only the first records regarding to 237 detected risky products,
and this table is able to be exported by an excel output node in order to submit to case company
in excel format.

TABLE 16: IDENTIFIED RISKY PRODUCTS WHICH MAY CAUSE BOTTLENECKS
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The third data mining goal is to specify high-value and low-value products by
calculating an importance score for each product according to recency, amount of order
and monetary values. To this end, RMF model exactly suits to calculate product value
scores for each item. For this purpose, firstly a Merge node is needed for integrating the
price rank table to warehouse event log table. The data construction for the third data
mining goal is shown in Figure 22.

FIGURE 22: DATA CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SECOND DATA MINING OBJECTIVE

For RFM analysis, there are 3 types of data are needed such as: product id,
delivery date, and price. Due to this reason, a Filter node was applied for warehouse
event log table, to include only product id and delivery date fields. Product id is the key
value to merge two table for matching records. The data Audit node provides data quality
of the merged table.

TABLE 17: DATA AUDIT OF THE MERGED TABLE FOR RFM ANALYSIS

This data audit table shows the merged data quality. The prepared data is
bounded with 4 years between the date of 11.07.2015 and 11.07.2019, and has 345,492
valid records which include 8233 unique products.
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Thereafter, RFM Aggregate node was applied to create an RFM table which
includes recency, frequency and monetary value fields. To this end, product id field was
defined as key id, delivery from warehouse date field was defined as a date timestamp,
and price rank field was defined as a unit of value.

FIGURE 23: RFM AGGREGATE NODE TO CALCULATE RECENCY, FREQUENCY, MONETARY

Table 18 shows only the firts raws of the RFM table, and whole the table is able to
be exported by an excel output node in order to submit it in excel format to the case company.

TABLE 18: RFM TABLE TO SPECIFY HIGH-VALUE AND LOW-VALUE PRODUCTS
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After creating the RFM table, RFM Analysis node enables to calculate a score
which represents importance level for each product according to recency, amount of
order and monetary values.
Since price values are labelled scale in 7 types, monetary values represent as a
ratio. Therefore, RFM aggregate and RFM Analysis nodes are set up to use independent
binning; that is, they rank and bin data on each measure of recency, frequency, and
monetary value. The categorized product data is separated into a number of bins with
the binning criteria. In each of the bins, products are assigned a score; these scores are
then combined to provide an overall RFM score. This score represents importance levels
for identifying the high-value and low-value products. Figures 20, 21, 22 and 23 show
how RFM Analysis node was applied step by step into this case study.

FIGURE 24: RFM ANALYSIS MODEL TO CALCULATE AN IMPORTANCE SCORE FIELD

First step of the RFM analysis modeling is to identify the recency, frequency and
monetary fields which were created by RFM aggregation. Then, number of bins are
selectable between 2 and 9, and it was selected 5 bins for this case study. For example,

a product in bin 5 for recency, meaning that they have purchased very recently.
Thereafter, it is also necessary to identify weights of recency, frequency, monetary
values according to organization requirements, to calculate the RFM score. In this
context, for warehouse planning strategies, impacts of the RFM values were designated
as; recency 50%, frequency 45%, monetary 5%.
According to this definition, weights were defined as; 50 for recency, 45 for
frequency, 5 for monetary. Thus, in this case study, RFM score is calculated by the
formula below:

ܴ ݁ݎܿܵܯܨൌ ሺܴ݁ܿ݁݊ܿ ݔ݁݀݊ܫݕൈ ͷͲሻ  ሺ ݔ݁݀݊ܫݕܿ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݎܨൈ Ͷͷሻ  ሺ ݔ݁݀݊ܫݕݎܽݐ݁݊ܯൈ ͷሻ

After this step, it is necessary to specify lower and upper bounds for binning RFM
values, and the specifications are shown in Figure 25, 26, 27.
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FIGURE 25: RECENCY BIN VALUES TO SPECIFY LOWER AND UPPER BOUND

FIGURE 26: FREQUENCY BIN VALUES TO SPECIFY LOWER AND UPPER BOUND

FIGURE 27: MONETARY BIN VALUES TO SPECIFY LOWER AND UPPER BOUND

Lower and upper bounds were specified according to the distribution of RFM
data, to identify high-value products in the organization.
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RFM score table was sorted by most frequent, high-value products. For this
reason, first sorting query is RFM score and second query is frequency.

FIGURE 28: SORT BY MOST FREQUENT, HIGH-VALUE PRODUCTS

An RFM score can be considered as an importance level of a product, in order to
take it into consideration for inventory management strategies. Table 19 shows only the
first raws of the RFM Score table , and whole the table is able to be exported by an excel output
node in order to submit it in excel format to the case company.

TABLE 19: RFM SCORE TABLE
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The last data mining goal is to identify related product families, in order to give
the company an idea for their warehouse lay out designing strategies. To this end, Apriori
algorithm enables for an association rule modelling of product families.

FIGURE 29: DATA CONSTRUCTION FOR THE LAST DATA MINING OBJECTIVE

The Apriori association model is executed by binary database where an item
exists in a transaction. For this reason, firstly, it is necessary to create a table which has
sale order transaction id field as a continuous value and all the family code fields as a
flag value. Each unique transaction id must contain a subset of the binary attributes. To this
end, Set to Flag node is used to derive flag fields based on only the nominal data type.
In addition, it also enables to aggregate sale order transaction id which will be used in
Apriori model as a key.
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FIGURE 30: SET TO FLAG NODE TO CREATE FLAG FIELDS FOR EACH PRODUCT FAMILY

As always, after a field operation node and before a modelling node, Type node
is an essential step for setting the data types and predefining roles for modelling node.
One or more input fields and one or more target fields are required to create an Apriori
rule set. All fields should be flag values those with the role Input, Target, or Both. Fields
with the role None are not taken into consideration as an item for rule sets.

FIGURE 31: TYPE NODE TO ASSIGN FLAG VALUES AND PREDEFINE ROLES FOR APRIORI MODEL
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Apriori calculates the probability of an item exist in a frequent transactions, given
that another item(s) also exist in the same transactions. In other words, according to
given a set of transactions which have 2 or more items, Apriori finds association rules
that will predict the occurrence of an item based on the occurrences of other item(s)
belong to the same transactions.
In addition, every rule is composed by two different itemset. First itemset is called
antecedent or also known left-hand side, and the second itemset is called consequent or
also known right-hand side. In this context, association rules calculate the percentage of
support and confidence. Support means a percentage of the transactions that contains
an antecedent(s) in entire dataset, and confidence means a percentage of the
transactions that contains also a consequent according to the present antecedent(s).

ݏݐ݁ݏ݉݁ݐܾܻ݅݁݀݊ܽܺݐ݁ܮǡ ݐ݊݁݀݁ܿ݁ݐ݊ܽݏ݅ܺ݁ݎ݄݁ݓሺݏሻܻܽ݊݀݅ݐ݊݁ݑݍ݁ݏ݊ܿݏǤ

ݐݎݑݏΨሺܺሻ ൌ

݊ݏݎ݄݄ܽ݁ܽܺܿ݅ݓ݊݅݊݅ݐܿܽݏ݊ܽݎݐ݂ݎܾ݁݉ݑ
ݏ݊݅ݐܿܽݏ݊ܽݎݐ݂ݎܾ݁݉ݑ݈݊ܽݐݐ

ݐݎݑݏ݈݁ݑݎΨሺ  ሻ ൌ

݊ݏݎܻ݄݄ܽ݁ܽ݀݊ܽܺܿ݅ݓ݊݅݊݅ݐܿܽݏ݊ܽݎݐ݂ݎܾ݁݉ݑ

ݏ݊݅ݐܿܽݏ݊ܽݎݐ݂ݎܾ݁݉ݑ݈݊ܽݐݐ


݀݁݊ܿ݁Ψሺ ื ሻ ൌ

ݐݎ݈݈ݑΨሺ  ሻ

ݐݎΨሺሻ

In this context, minimum antecedent support, minimum rule confidence and
maximum number of antecedents have to be assigned in Apriori node settings. If
minimum support is too high, association rules may miss itemsets involving rare but
statistically significant items. If minimum support is too low, it is computationally heavy
and the number of itemsets is very large. High confidence ratio would be better in order
to have more significant rules, but sometimes it could be difficult to achieve high
confidence level if there is a large variety of items and transactions. Therefore, trying
several combinations of support and confidence thresholds is better to find more effective
results according to organization.

These definitions were shown briefly by three different examples presented
below, which were applied for this case study.
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FIGURE 32: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES MODELLING; EXAMPLE 1

According to this model, when minimum antecedent support and minimum rule
confidence were assigned as 10%, the outcome is shown in Table 20.

Antecedent and consequent components can be described as in the definition
below, to review correctly an output table of Apriori association rules.
The “IF” component of an association rule is known as the antecedent, and the
“THEN” component is known as the consequent. So, output tables are interpreted as; if
antecedent(s) exist, then consequent exist in the same transactions.

TABLE 20: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES TABLE; EXAMPLE 1

According
to
these
thresholds, there are 25 rules,
which have few families (but most
frequent ones), and which have the
maximum confidence value is
34,2%. For example, the most
confident prediction is for the
Family900: Family 900 has been
existed in 10,547 transactions
which means 11.7% support of the
entire transactions, and customers
who order product(s) belongs to
Family 900, order also product(s)
belongs to Family 700 with 34.2%
confidence level and with 4% rule
support according to the entire
association rules.
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FIGURE 33: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES MODELLING; EXAMPLE 2

According to this model, when minimum antecedent support was assigned 2.5%,
and minimum rule confidence again 10%, the outcome is shown in Table 21.

TABLE 21: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES TABLE; EXAMPLE 2

According to these thresholds,
there are 249 rules, which have the
maximum confidence value is 70.5%.
For example, the most confident
prediction is for the Family 150: Family
150 has been existed in 2,447
transactions, which means 2.7% support
of the entire transactions, and customers
who order product(s) belongs to Family
150, order also product(s) belongs to
Family 900 with 70.5% confidence level
and with 1.9% rule support according to
the entire association rules.
As another example, the third
most confident prediction of this model is
for the Family 960 and 701, as two family
together in an antecedent itemset:
Family 960 and 701 have been existed
together in 2,492 transactions, which
means 2.6% support of the entire
transactions, and customers who order
products belongs to Family 960 and 701
in same transaction, order also
product(s) belongs to family 702 with
44.5% confidence level and with 1.17%
rule support according to the entire
association rules.
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According to these two example models, it has seen obviously that; if the
minimum support level is assigned with a lower value, the number of association rules,
the number of antecedent(s) in itemsets, and the highest confidence value of rules
increase, but instances value which represents frequency of antecedent(s) decreases.
On the other hand, as opposed to lower support level; if the minimum support level is
assigned with a higher value, the number of association rules, the number of
antecedent(s) in itemsets, and the highest confidence value of rules decrease, but
number of instances for each antecedent(s) increase and provides more specific analysis
based on the frequent items. In this context, all kind of combinations can be modelled
again and again according to the business and data mining objectives.
In addition to these, Apriori model also provides filtering or sorting features
depend on consequents, antecedents, support%, confidence%, or rule support%. Thus,
another way for reviewing the association rules can be to keep support and confidence
levels low in order to not miss itemsets involving rare but statistically significant items;
and then making analysis by sorting or filtering features on association rules table in
order to have wide-ranging information for a wide variety of items. To this end, the last
example was applied by the sorting and filtering features in order to analyze some
specific product families.

FIGURE 34: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES MODELLING; EXAMPLE 3

As last example, Apriori model was applied by assigning 1% for the minimum
antecedent support and 10% for the minimum rule confidence. Then, the output table
was sorted by the rule support field in order to specify the most related product families
are ordered together most frequently according to entire transactions.
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TABLE 22: APRIORI ASSOCIATION RULES TABLE; EXAMPLE 3
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The final association rules table involves 856 rules which have more verity of
product families. Thus, it provides better analysis in order to explore wide-range
information of the most related product families, to detect more frequent or significant
rules. For example, some of the most significant related product families which exist
frequently in the same transactions are: 900-700, 701-702, 960-700, 701-700, 700-702,
960-702, 886-702, 960-701, 886-960, 900-150 etc. Moreover, there are also some
significant examples which involves more than 1 antecedents for a consequent family,
and one of the most significant rule which has multiple antecedents is:

So, Family 150 and Family 700 have been existed in the same transaction
1,077 times, and customers who order products belongs to Family 700 and 150 in the
same transaction, order also product(s) belongs to Family 900 with 79.6% confidence
level.

In addition to these, some filter can be applied according to see association rules
for a specific family code. According to the Table 22, the most significant and
frequentfamily is the Family 700. For this reason, some filters were applied for Family
700, to see specifically the Family 700 rules according to most frequent associations.

FIGURE 35: A PRIORI FILTERS EXAMPLE 1

Hereby, the Family 700 was filtered as an antecedent and confidence level was filtered
as minimum 15% in order to see associations depend on the Family 700, with more than 15%
confidence level. Therewith the output table is shown below.

TABLE 23: OUTPUT TABLE OF APRIORI FILTERS WHEN FAMILY 700 IS AN ANTECEDENT.
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According to Table 23, Family 700 has been existed in 14,903 transactions which
means 16.49% of the entire transactions, and customers who order products belongs to
Family 700, order also product(s) belongs to Family 900 or 960 or 701 or 702 with highest
confidence level of the Family 700.

After that, the second filter was applied to set Family 700 as a consequent.

FIGURE 36: A PRIORI FILTERS EXAMPLE 2

Hereby, the Family 700 was filtered as a consequent and confidence level was
filtered as minimum 15% and the support level was filtered as minimum 5% in order to see
associations depend on the Family 700, with more than 15% confidence level and 5% support
level. Therewith the output is shown below.

TABLE 24: OUTPUT TABLE OF APRIORI FILTERS WHEN FAMILY 700 IS A CONSEQUENT

According to Table 24, customers order product(s) belongs to Family 700 if they
also order product(s) belongs one of the family in this antecedents list, with higher than
15% confidence level.

At this point, came to the end of data modeling phase for all the data mining
objectives. After the data modelling phase, the results must be evaluated if they meet
with the business objectives in order to decide whether to finish the project or whether to
initiate further iterations.
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4.5 Evaluation
The success criteria which was determined in the business understanding phase,
address when to complete the project and how will all this be measured in order to make
subjective judgment. In this context, data mining evaluation phase is needed to assess
if data mining model meets with the business objectives

FIGURE 37: 4 DATA MINING FINAL CONSTRUCTION TO MEET BUSINESS OBJECTIVES

According to the 4 business success criteria;
1)
2)
3)
4)

Average daily sale order and average lead time were determined for each product.
Risky products which cause bottlenecks were determined.
High-value and Low-Value products were determined by RFM analysis.
Related product families were determined by Apriori association rules.

To sum up, all the outcomes were designed based on the requirements of the
case company organization. Moreover, the outcomes which meets with the business
objectives will be reviewed in detail on the case study results section of this research
paper, by a comparation with the outcomes of the process mining implementation.

4.6 Plan Deployment
Plan deployment phase involves testing the model in the real organization,
monitoring, maintenance, etc. Data mining does not end once a solution is deployed,
and the results trigger often more-focused business questions. For this reason, plan
deployment is a long process which need a deep observation on the real case. Since
time constraints don’t permit for this phase, plan deployment is a feature work of the case
company.
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5.1 Identify Process Explore Questions
As it was expressed also in the business understanding phase of SCRM-DM; the
case company is an industrial supplier company which has a wide range of products and
a huge warehouse. Their mission statement is to deliver products within the same day
of sale order date. The lead times in the warehouse may differ for each product and it
may cause bottlenecks or inventory shortage. For this reason, data-driven warehouse
process analysis has been required for inventory management plans such as safety
stock and reorder point calculation, or an effective lay out designing.
Since the safety stock level is elementarily calculated by “Avg Daily Sale x Safety
Days”, and the reorder point is elementarily calculated by “Safety Stock Level + (Avg
Daily Sale x Lead Time)”, making simple statistical analysis need to arise, such as
calculating average daily sales and lead times for each product.
In addition to this, specifying high-value products or risky products would be
helpful for inventory management strategies.
For process improvement and faster delivery to meet customer satisfaction, it is
also necessary to have information about associated product families for improving
warehouse lay out design and inventory management strategies.

In this context, some of Celonis features such as throughput time search, event
counts, and an OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) table by custom analysis sheet
would be helpful for the first business goal, in order to determine average lead time and
daily sales for each product.
In addition, some risky products can be monitored easily according to high
throughput time and frequent case count, and they can be filtered easily to explore them
by the Case explorer mode.
Moreover, Celonis also enables to create an OLAP table. Thus, an RFM table
can be also created by custom sheet designing in order to specify high-value products
according to recency, frequency and monetary values of each product.
In addition to these, Celonis also provides a Proactive Insights (PI) engine. PI
Social feature would be useful for data visualization of product families and products. It
also enables to make faster analysis and filters based on visualized items. To this end,
family codes and product ids were applied for the PI data visualization. Social PI sheet
involves also an association information box which includes 3 most common related
items of a selected item. As similar to the itemsets of Apriori algorithm in data mining:
‘cases come from’ is the list of antecedents, and ‘cases go to’ is the list which represents
consequents. Differently, Celonis provides a default analyze and there is no a feature to
specify upper or lower bounds. They also don’t provide a detailed statistical output such
as confidence level or support level. It counts the cases and make a group with the first
most frequent 3 items occurred in the same case, and calculate a ratio that represents
the percentage of counted associated records in the same cases.
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5.2 Data Preparation
Process mining is a data analyze technique, which look at the data from a process
perspective. It means, data set must involve a timestamp for each operation. For this
reason, event log is the essential data pool of process mining. There are 3 main data
fields are required for Celonis process mining analysis: Case ID, Event (Activity), and
Timestamp. Each row should include only one activity and one timestamp. Since the
case company’s event log has 3 different timestamps of 3 different activities in a single
row such as sale order, delivery order and delivery from warehouse, it is necessary to
transpose these 3 activity fields into an activity column. For this reason, firstly there
should be created an activity field. Moreover, as know from the data understanding
phase of the data mining implementation, a key field is missing as a product id. Likewise,
there is also need to merge the price rank table into warehouse event log table for RFM
analyze by OLAP table.
Celonis does not provide a data preparation processes unlike SPSS Modeler
record operations or field operations such as derive, reclassify, append, etc. For this
reason, dataset was prepared by SPSS modeler in order to import data correctly for
process mining framework.

FIGURE 38: SPSS MODELER DATA PREPARATION SUPPORT FOR PROCESS MINING

First of all, a product id column was created for both tables. After that, according
to requirements of the Celonis process mining, an activity column was created, and those
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3 activities were appended in this new field. Thereafter, a date field was created which
represent the date of all activities. Lastly, the pricing rank table and warehouse event log
table were merged for monetary analysis. After preparing dataset within the frame of
process mining approach, the data is ready for importing to Celonis software.
The first step of Celonis is specification of the initial data type, and the second
step is the parsing and mapping table columns in order to contain necessary data such
as case id, activity and timestamp.

TABLE 25: INITIAL DATA TYPE SPECIFICATION FOR CELONIS PROCESS MINING

Besides of data type specification, the date column must be correctly defined by
the format date formatting.

TABLE 26: TABLE COLUMNS MAPPING

Since the 3 main fields such as Case ID, Activity and Timestamp are the essential
requirement columns for process mining analysis, they must be selected in the column
mapping phase. After this step, process mining sheets can be designed according to the
defined process explore questions.
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5.3 Data Visualization
Celonis provides some data visualization features such as PI social visualization,
PI conformance, and process simulation etc. In this case study, PI social visualization
feature is a useful method for family codes and product ids visualization based on the
records of case count and throughput time. It enables an easy and fast visualization by
the initial data without any data construction or preparation. To this end, two different PI
social sheets were created; first one is based on product family code entity, and the
second one is based on product id entity.

Product Family Code Visualization
Frequency visualization presents a visual map based on case count for each
entity. In this context, the size of the units represents case count, and it enables to
observe frequency with the color and size visualizing. Values can be evaluated easily by
a mouse moving on each hoop.

FIGURE 39: CASE COUNT VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT FAMILY CODE

The frequency values are ordered by size and coloration from the blue labels
which are few counts to the red labels which are many counts. For instance, here in the
Figure 39; the most frequent item family codes are the Family 700, Family 900 and
Family 9999, and then respectively the Family 702, 701, 960, … etc. Moreover, each
value is shown by moving on label, and for example; Family 700 has counted in 28,850
case.
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In addition, by clicking on a label, it also shows an association information box
which includes 3 most related items of the selected item. As an example of the Family
700, the association box shown in Figure 40.

FIGURE 40: ASSOCIATED PRODUCT FAMILY CODES FOR THE FAMILY 700

As similar to the itemsets of Apriori algorithm in data mining: ‘cases come from’
is the list of antecedent items, and ‘cases go to’ is the list which represents consequent
items. The given percentage ratio is the counted case which associated records with
given items. For example, customers who order product(s) belongs to Family 700, they
also order product(s) belongs to Family 900, 701 and 960, with the 18% possibility.
Likewise, customers order product(s) belongs to Family 700, if they also order product(s)
belongs to Family 900, 701 and 960, with the 19% possibility. Since the antecedents and
consequents items are same for the Family 700, it means that Family 700 is strongly
related with these 3 product families, as both consequent and antecedent.
Moreover, another way for association analyze is to filter a specific item by only
one click in order to select “view cases in” feature. By this filter, the sheet shows the
cases where Family 700 is involved.

FIGURE 41: CASES WHERE FAMILY 700 IS INVOLVED

According to this figure, all the family codes are shown which were involved in the same
cases with the Family 700. So, size of the other labels can be evaluated such as a support level
of associations with the Family 700. For example, Family 900 were counted in the 8,500 cases
of the 25,850 cases where Family 700 was involved. To sum up, this visual graph shows all the
associated family codes based on Family 700. On the other hand, all the other intended important
family codes either can be reviewed by this way.
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In addition to case count visualization, units can also be visualized by throughput
time separation. In this case, size of each label represents again the frequency, but the
average throughput time values are ordered by coloration from the yellow labels which
represents the fastest to the red labels which represents the slowest throughput time.

FIGURE 42: THROUGHPUT TIME VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT FAMILY CODES

Each value is shown by moving on labels, and for instance; Family 700 has 1.4
average throughput time. Since red color labels represent the slowest label, the slowest
families were shown such as Family 9999 and Family 9994.
Celonis also provides an easy filtering feature. If the visual does not show a good
result, it is possible to discard the extreme values by clicking on the item label and
ignoring them. Thus, a more efficient outcome can be obtained. To this end, Family 9999
and 9994 were discarder in order to have a better scaled visual.

FIGURE 43: FAMILY CODE THROUGHPUT TIME VISUALIZATION BY DISCARDING OUTLIERS
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Product ID Visualization

The second sheet was created for product id visualization, and firstly the
frequency visualization and secondly the throughput time visualization are going to be
reviewed.

FIGURE 44: CASE COUNT VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT IDS

According to the Figure 40, the most frequent product id is the product
‘9999_999.U’, and it has been counted in 18,830 cases.

FIGURE 45: THROUGHPUT TIME VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT IDS

According to the Figure 45, product id ‘9999_999.U’ has 4.9 average throughput
time. Since red color labels represent the slowest label, the slowest products are shown
such as product id ‘9999_997.U’, ‘9999_996.U’, and ‘9999_995.U’.
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Since these 2 visual graphs don’t shows a good result, it is needed to discard the
extreme values. Due to the outliers belong to the Family 9999, this family code was
discarder in order to have a better scaled visualization. Thus, a more efficient outcome
can be obtained for both product id visualization; case count and throughput time.

FIGURE 46: CASE COUNT VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT IDS BY DISCARDING OUTLIERS

FIGURE 47: THROUGHPUT TIME VISUALIZATION FOR PRODUCT IDS BY DISCARDING OUTLIERS

Since the Family 9999 is the special product family, its extreme values cause a
bad scaled visualization. Thus, more efficient scaled visualizations were obtained by
excluding the detected outliers from the first visual. Then, frequency and average lead
time for each product can be evaluated by moving on the product labels.

To sum up, PI social visualization sheet provides really easy and fast visual map,
and also enables a good filtering feature for general evaluation of items based on case
counts and average throughput times for each item. Moreover, association analysis can
also be easily applied by a PI social sheet according to requirements.
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5.4 Custom Analysis Sheet

Celonis enables analysts to create a custom analysis sheet by offering a list of
available components such as process analysis graphs, selection components, KPI
charts and tables, and design components. Components can be dragged and dropped
into the analysis sheet grid, and then they can be configured according to the
organization requirements.

FIGURE 48: CREATING CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET

Charts and tables are generally created based on the options such as setting
Dimension(s), KPI(s) and a sorting rule. Several sheets were designed according to
process mining objectives, and the Sheet 1 is shown below in Figure 49.

FIGURE 49: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 1
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As shown in Figure 49, Sheet 1 was designed based on the components which
involves selections, graph, chart, table and a process explorer. Product ids and family
codes can be selected by the Dropdown component, and Date Picker component
enables to select a date range for analysis. The average throughput time graph and the
lead time chart were created for warehouse time analysis. In addition, two OLAP tables
were created; one of them represents only the initial data in order to review records for
each case, and the second one was created as an RFM table which includes recency,
frequency and monetary values for each product. Configuration of the RFM table is
shown below to illustrate.

Chart and table components are created
based on setting Dimension(s), KPI(s) and a
sorting rule. Then, KPI formulas are used based on
dimensions aggregation. In this example, Product
Id was selected as a dimension, therefore all KPI
formulas are calculated based on each product id.
Thus, the RFM table shows recency, frequency
and monetary values for each unique product.
Recency, frequency and monetary values were
calculated with the KPI formulas shown below.

After that, the RFM table was sorted by descending of frequency and monetary
values.

FIGURE 50: RFM TABLE CONFIGURATION

One of the most important advantage of a custom analysis sheet is the easy and
fast selection or filtration features. Each graphs or tables can be reviewed separately,
and interesting values can be selected easily by a mouse click in order to show a specific
value on the all components of the analysis sheet. Thus, analysts can make a fast review
for dataset and select values which would be taken into consideration for process
analysis according to requirements of organizations. In this context, some examples of
selection and filtration are shown below.
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FIGURE 51: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 1, AVERAGE LEAD TIME CHART FILTERING

In the Sheet 1, lead time chart was created in order to detect anomalies by
scrolling and reviewing all the chart based on each product. It was configured by setting
product id and frequency as dimensions, and average lead time as a KPI. Then, the chart
was sorted by frequency descending, and the outcome chart can be scrolled from left to
right for reviewing the average lead time values of all products. As the example in the
Figure 51, randomly one product which has average lead time higher than 1 day was
selected by a mouse click. Thus, the custom analysis sheet shows components only
based on the selected entity, hereby all components represent the outputs based on the
selected product “830_001.1”.
As another example, it is also possible to add some selection components such
as date picker and dropdown button into the custom analysis sheet. By this was, analysis
can be filtered based on date picker and configured dropdown selection components.
For instance, Family 830 was selected from the dropdown selection component which
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was configured based on family code list, and one-year date range were selected by the
date picker component. The selected analysis sheet is shown below in Figure 52.
FIGURE 52: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 1, SELECTING A DATE RANGE AND A SPECIFIC FAMILY

In the Figure 52, the custom analysis sheet shows the outputs only based on the
selected family code and date range. So, all the cases and products belong to the Family
830 can be anlyzed by the charts and tables in the custom analysis sheet. In addition,
the average throughtput time search graph is a really usefull component for the custom
analysis. As, we see in the Figure 52, the average throughput time of Family 830 is 1
day. Moreover, each labels represents the amount of different throughput times
calculated in the cases which involve Family 830. The count of cases and the percantage
value can be evaluated by moving on the each labels in the average throughtput time
graph. For example, as we see in the Figure 52, 51% cases of the Family 830 orders
have been delivered in the same day of sale orders (throughput time=0).
The another important advantage of the throughput time search graph, that also
enables to select several labels in order to make analysis based on the high process
throughput times. In this context, fter selecting a date range and a specific family code,
cases which have more than 2 days throughput times have also selected, and the
analysis outcomes are shown below in Figure 53.

FIGURE 53: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 1, AVERAGE THROUGHPUT TIME GRAPH FILTERING

As a result, Figure 53 shows the analysis of Family 830 by filtering the cases
which have more than 2 days throughput times during the last one year, and outcomes
can be analyzed on the custom components such as RFM table, lead time graph or case
records.
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On the other hand, according to the other business objectives, another custom
analysis sheet was also created. This sheet involves a table which includes average lead
time and daily sale order for each product. In addition, two different pie charts were
created in order to visualize the most frequent products which have the highest lead time
and to visualize most frequent product families. Pie charts can be also used as a
selection component. It is possible to select a specific family code(s) by clicking to the
labels in the chart.

FIGURE 54: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 2
As shown in the Figure 49, the table on the left includes each product’s frequency, daily
sale order and average lead time values, and the bottom right table includes records of each
cases. Moreover, the pie charts visualize the first 30 most frequent records. Product Id chart labels
have been scaled based on average lead time values, and product family chart labels have been
scaled based on case count. In addition, by clicking product family chart label(s), that family(s)
can be filtered in order to analyze specific family(s).

FIGURE 55: CUSTOM ANALYSIS SHEET 2, FAMILY 900 WAS SELECTED
As an example, Family 900 was selected to filter for analysis components of the Sheet 2,
and it is also possible to select multiple family codes.
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The table of “AVG lead time and daily sale
order for each product” was configured by setting
product id field as a dimension, thus the 3 created KPI
formulas are calculated based on each product id.
The KPI formulas are shown below.

After that, the table was sorted by descending
of frequency and lead time values.
FIGURE 56: OLAP TABLE CONFIGURATION

Moreover, Celonis enables the analysts to export all components and contents
as excel or csv file. By right clicking on the created table, and then selecting export
options, it is possible to choose a format to export, as shown below in Table 27.

TABLE 27: AVG LEAD TIME AND DAILY SALE ORDER FOR EACH PRODUCT
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Lastly, another analysis sheet was created in order to detect delays as a risky
products analysis. To this end, an OLAP table was configured based on all cases in order
to detect products which have different delivery dates according to the other products in
the same transaction. For this purpose, transactions id, product id, sale order date and
delivery date were selected as dimensions, and then a KPI formula was created to detect
different product delivery dates in same transactions, and the formula calculates the day
differences between the first delivery date and last delivery date of each transaction.
The ‘Delay Time’ KPI was formulated as:

TABLE 28: LATENCY TIME TABLE

This table can give an idea about some products which may cause bottlenecks
due to inventory shortage, and in this case possible latency time for risky those products.

In addition to these, Celonis provides a case explorer sheet, and all the selections
or specific cases which needed to be observed in detail can be filtered in order to explore
them in the case explorer sheet.
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5.5 Case Explorer
As a last step of process mining, a default case explorer sheet of Celonis is shown
below for an example of a warehouse bottleneck process observation.

FIGURE 57: CASE EXPLORER SHEET

As Figure 57 shows, transaction 323196 involves a product that caused delivery
bottleneck according to warehouse delay time. For example, even if the other products
in the same transaction were ready in 1 day after the sale order date, the delivery of this
transaction was made in 6 days because of the warehouse latency time of the product
707_100.
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Data mining and process mining does not end once a result gained for
organizations, and results trigger often more-focused business questions. These case
study results show the first outputs of analysis by the both tools. These results also
provide company to observe them in order determine following detailed business
objectives for new data analysis. Other DM and PM implementations should be
developed again ang again in order to have more specific outcomes and deployment
plans for process improvement of supply chain. For this reason, reporting the analysis
outcomes by SCRM approach provides company to evaluate results briefly from
business perspective.
SCRM approach can be helpful for the company decision-making to adopt one
of the mining tools, or it can also address the new business questions or future works
that should be taken in consideration for process improvement. To this end, two type of
data analyze tools were implemented and compared in this case study, in order to
provide some information and an idea for possible organizational data-driven analysis
based on event log data.
To this end, the case study results are reported briefly based on SCRM approach
to provide an example of data-driven implementations for avoiding risks in the future. A
SCRM report should have 4 main steps such as; risk identification, risk assessment, risk
treatment, and risk monitoring.

Risk Identification
In this case study, risks were identified simply internal risks based on the first
business objectives, in order to have general review of warehouse processes as a first
and general event log analysis.
First of all, the main risk of warehouses is inventory shortage. For this reason,
average lead times and daily sale orders for each product is the main necessary
information for inventory controlling strategies such as determining the safety stock level
and re-order points for each product. In this context, average lead times and frequencies
are taken firstly in consideration for warehouse risks.
The other risk of warehouses is delivery risk due to a messy and incompatible lay
out. Most frequent or most recent products, and most related families are taken in
consideration to design an affective warehouse lay outs in order to avoid possible delays
or bottlenecks in the warehouse processes.

Risk Assessment
Since the case company’s mission is to deliver products within 0 or 1 day of sale
order date, the products which have average lead time more than 1 day can be taken in
consideration as risky products. Moreover, the products which caused bottlenecks
frequently in the past transactions can be also taken in the consideration as risky
products.
On the other hand, specifying high-value products based on the recency,
frequency and monetary values could give an idea to identify risk treatments for highvalue products.
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In addition, association rules of product families give idea for inventory
management strategies to keep safety stock for related families and to optimize the
warehouse lay out design. To this end, specification of associated product families which
frequently involved in the same transactions are really important to reduce warehouse
risks.

Risk Treatment
The selection of a risk mitigation strategy depends on managers, business goals
and the organization budget, and different kind of risks may need different kind of
treatment strategies for SCRM. For this reason, organization managers decide their own
risk treatment strategies according to the requirements of organization and based on the
provided data analysis outcomes. To this end, the case study results of both
implementations are shown in risk monitoring step in order to give an idea to the
managers about which tool would be more effective risk monitoring technique for their
organization in the future works. In addition to this, risk treatment could be also a part of
data mining and process mining implementation in order to create and analyze
alternative scenarios for supply chain risk, but it was not included in this first analysis.

Risk Monitoring
Similar to data mining and process mining, also risk monitoring feeds information
back into the future SCRM specifications. For this reason, the first results of risk
monitoring trigger often more-focused business questions likewise. To have more
specific risk monitoring, it is necessary to implement data analysis again based on the
previous monitoring outcomes.
This SCRM report provides a brief conclusion of first warehouse event log
analysis for the case company decision-making about which specific objectives to
determine or which tool to adopt for their organization in the future works. Risk is not a
static phenomenon; it needs to be continuously monitored or comprehensive data
modelling.

Some screenshots of monitoring outputs are shown below as a risk monitoring
report, in order to summarize shortly the output functionality comparisons. The details of
how to get outputs were explained in the previous sections: data mining implementations
and process mining implementations. In addition, a general comparison review of SPSS
Modeler DM and Celonis PM will be evaluated in the next section: conclusion and future
works.
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The first output is the average lead times and daily sale orders tables in order to
meet to first business goal. This is simple statistical calculation, then creating a table. In
this context, DM and PM both present exactly the same table without any differences as
shown below.
TABLE 29: AVERAGE LEAD TIME AND DAILY SALE ORDER FOR EACH PRODUCT TABLES

DM Output

PM Output

Frequency: records count
Daily sale order: frequency / date difference (first sale order date - '2019-11-07')
Average lead time: average delivery time in days (sale order – delivery from warehouse)
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The graphs were created on both tools, in order to present highest lead times
based on the most frequent products. As an example, products which have higher than
1000 records counted were selected for these graphs, and bounds or specific filters can
be selected for both tools. As shown below, both graphs represent exactly the same
values without any differences. However, PM enables easier and faster selection feature
from the graph in order to make analysis on the other sheets, thus labels can be used
also as a filtering, but DM does not enable this kind of feature graph is only for a graph
for DM.

SPSS Modeler Graph

Celonis PM Graph

FIGURE 58: A VERAGE LEAD TIME GRAPHS

Categories: Product IDs
Label values: Average lead time
Sorted by: Highest frequency
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The other output table comparison is for RFM tables. DM and PM both present
exactly the same table as shown below. However, SPSS modeler enables to create
easily RFM table by only an RFM node, and it also enables to calculate RFM score for
each product as an importance score by another RFM Analysis node configuration. On
the other hand, Celonis PM does not have this feature. For Celonis, RFM table is created
manually in a custom analysis sheet by creating a table component with KPI formulas.
TABLE 30: RFM TABLES

SPSS Modeler RFM Table

Celonis PM RFM Table

SPSS Modeler RFM Score Table
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The other output comparison is for association analysis. DM and PM provide
different kind of outputs for association analysis. As an example, Family 700 was the
selected family on both tools for the evaluation of outcomes, and the analysis outcomes
display the same result: Family 700 is mostly associated with the families 900, 701, 960.

Celonis enables to visualize the items based on their case count. It also enables
to filter a specific family code in order to see all transactions which involve selected
family. By this way, the visualization represents the counted records and associations
with the other counted families in the same transactions. So, number of association
instances can be evaluated. Celonis also provides an information box which involves
“cases come from” as antecedent items, and “cases go to” is the list which as consequent
items. As an example, Family 700 was the selected, and the output is shown below.

FIGURE 59: CELONIS FAMILY 700 ASSOCIATION VISUALIZATION

On the other hand, SPSS Modeler enables to apply several association rules
algorithms. In this case study, Apriori algorithm was selected for analyzing the
associations rules. SPSS Modeler also enables to select minimum confidence level and
support level in order to have more specific outcomes. It provides 2 different tables; one
for antecedents one for consequents rules. As an example, Family 700 was the selected,
and the outputs are shown below.

TABLE 31: SPSS MODELER APRIORI ALGORITHM, FAMILY 700 ASSOCIATION RULES
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As a result of association analysis, SPSS Modeler provides more detail statistical
information of association rules by Apriori algorithm. It also enables to select minimum
confidence level or support level in order to analyze more in detail according to
requirements. Based on the filter options, it enables to show only one specific item or all
collectively association rules. As an example, minimum 15% confidence was assigned,
and the collective table output which involves 856 rules is shown below.

TABLE 32: SPSS MODELER APRIORI ALGORITHM, ASSOCIATION RULES TABLE
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The other output comparison is for detecting bottleneck transactions or delays for
products delivery. To this end, two different kind of tables provided separately on SPSS
Modeler and Celonis. Since SPSS Modeler enables to create formula for offset records
in same transactions, the bottleneck detector formula was created based on the products
which were involved in the same transaction and have different delivery dates. Unlike
SPSS Modeler, Celonis does not enable to create formula for selecting offset records,
but it enables to create process centered formulations for process time analysis. In this
context, two kind of table were created differently on SPSS Modeler and Celonis, in order
to detect bottleneck processes, or transactions which had delays for a product involved.
The different output tables belonged to the different 2 tools are shown below, in Table
33 and Table 34, with also their formulas.

TABLE 33: SPSS MODELER, RISKY PRODUCTS TABLE
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TABLE 34: CELONIS, LATENCY TIME TABLE

Delay time:

To sum up, SPSS Modeler enables to construct a data mining stream based on
the analysis objectives. Each node can be connected to create data mining models
based on the preferred methods. It enables to apply each node one by one, and analyze
outcomes of models according to business objectives. Moreover, it provides statistical
outcomes in detail to evaluate significance levels for each analysis. As an example, the
constructed data mining model in this case study is shown below.

FIGURE 60: DATA MINING FINAL CONSTRUCTION TO MEET BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
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On the other hand, in brief, Celonis enables to create custom analysis sheets
based on analysis objectives. One of the primary advantages of Celonis process mining
is the filtering and visualization features. All the custom analysis sheets and the other
default visualization sheets are able to be analyzed in connection with. Thus, it enables
really fast overviews for process analysis. As an example, the two created custom sheets
with filtering examples are shown below.

FIGURE 61: CELONIS CUSTOM ANALYSIS PAGE 1, DATE PICKER AND THROUGHPUT TIME FILTER

In Figure 61, last 1-year data of Family 830 was selected by data picker and
dropdown components, and the cases which delivered more than 2 days were selected
by throughput time research graphic. By this way, all components are filtered by this
selection.

FIGURE 62: CELONIS CUSTOM ANALYSIS PAGE 2, FAMILY 700

In Figure 62, Family 900 was selected by clicking to the label, and then all
components are filtered by this selection.
To sum up, supply chain risk is not a static phenomenon, it needs to be
continuously monitored or comprehensive data modelling. These first results address the
future analysis in order to monitor more specific risks for more specific supply chain
objectives.
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7.1 Conclusions

As a conclusion part of this paper, SPSS Modeler data mining tool and Celonis
process mining tool are evaluated based on their main features. The comparison
summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of these two different tools. According
to the case study, the business objectives were determined as warehouse event log
analysis in order to provide information for inventory management plans such as; safety
stock and reorder point calculation for each product, and an effective lay out designing
for product families. To this end, only the warehouse event log data was collected in
order to apply some analysis such as; calculating the average lead time and daily sale
order for each product, specifying high-value and risky products, and determining
associated product families. In this context, only few implementations were applied.
SPSS Modeler and Celonis, both have many different data analyze features that
were not taken into consideration in this case study. For this reason, the comparison
results involve general pros and cons according to the case study analysis applied based
on the determined objectives.

Comparison of SPSS Modeler Data Mining and Celonis Process Mining
The first difference between them is potentiality of data import. SPSS Modeler
allows user to import any kind of data in opposition to Celonis. You can import a dataset
to SPSS Modeler and review data quality whether dataset is good for data mining
analysis. If data quality is not good, dataset can be built or constructed in order to prepare
data. In spite of this, Celonis requires essentially a database which includes 3 main
columns such as: case id, activity and timestamp. Otherwise, exporting data to Celonis
is not possible in order to apply process mining analysis.
Another difference between them is construction of initial data. SPSS Modeler
provides users to prepare and construct any kind of dataset in order to model data mining
analysis. To this end, it enables many record operation nodes such as merging,
appending, transforming, etc., or enables many field operation nodes such as
reclassifying, setting to flag, restructuring, transposing, etc. One of the most important
advantage of SPSS Modeler is to enable prepare data in order to build specific data
mining models based on created fields as initial dataset. Unlike SPSS Modeler, Celonis
does not provides detailed data construction features, and it does not enable to reuse
the new created fields on another table in order to apply them as initial dataset. It only
enables to create new fields to present them on a table or chart, and use them as a
selection or filtering feature for all other analysis sheets such as case count and
throughput visualization, process explorer, case explorer, etc. According to this
difference, we can deduce that SPSS Modeler provides more functionality to reuse
prepared data for inserting them to different kind of detailed data analysis in the same
stream. In spite of this, Celonis provides simple derive feature, but enables much more
easier and faster selection or filtering in order to analyze data on the other analysis such
as process overview, case explorer, data visualization, custom charts and tables, etc.
One of the primary advantages of Celonis process mining is the filtering and
visualization features. In comparison with SPSS Modeler, Celonis provide process
mining analysis sheets, and all those sheets are enabled to be filtered really fast and
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easy for operational process analysis. If we consider timing, SPSS Modeler needs more
effort and time compared to Celonis. If dataset is available for process mining, which
means if it includes correctly the 3 main fields such as case id, activity and timestamp,
Celonis enables users much faster process analysis. On the other hand, even though
SPSS Modeler takes more time to create models and analysis, it provides much more
detailed outcomes and statistical information about data.

To sum up, Celonis process mining is a useful tool for applications based on
operational process, and SPSS Modeler is an extensive data mining tool for any kind of
data analysis. In other words, Celonis provides effective visualization features for
process centered analysis based on event log, and SPSS Modeler provides many
algorithms of data science for detailed data analysis based on any kind of dataset.
Consequently, we can say that SPSS Modeler enables practical data mining nodes for
data analysts, on the other side, Celonis enables favorable process mining sheets for
business analysts.

7.2 Future Work
Data mining and process mining do not end once analysis results are achieved.
The first results generally trigger new and more focused business questions to address
more specific data analysis. Data analysis need to be applied over and over again in
order to make more intelligent supply chain management decisions according to more
detailed business objectives. Subsequent analysis will benefit from the experiences of
previous ones.
Although the outcomes of this case study analysis have similar implementations
of SPSS Modeler and Celonis based on the same database and same basic business
goals, both tools are very different and serve at cross purposes. There are many futures
of SPSS Modeler that is not possible to apply in Celonis, and there are many futures of
Celonis that is not possible to apply in SPSS Modeler. In this context, SPSS Modeler
provides many data mining algorithms such as clustering, prediction, partition method
for testing, regression analysis, decision trees, neural network, machine learning, etc.
On the other hand, Celonis provides many analysis process centered such as throughput
time and case count visualization, activities animation, business process modeling,
conformance checking, process variants analysis, case explorer and real-time process
simulation etc. In short, SPSS Modeler and Celonis, both have many different data
analysis features that were not taken into consideration in this case study, since the
project duration and available data were limited. For this reason, more comprehensive
analysis would be applied based on an extensive event log of end to end supply chain
network data base. Thus, it could be possible to apply the other specific features of both
techniques in order to have more detailed comparisons of both tools, and to have more
outputs for intelligent business decisions by data-driven support in supply chain
management.
In addition, with a long duration project, plan deployments and risk treatments
could be also parts of data mining and process mining implementations in order to deploy
plans and analyze alternative scenarios for supply chain management.
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